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Semantical typing is supposed to categorize how a representation “works logically”. In other words, how the representatum is picked out. That does not have to determine a fixed temporally indexed extension. It could just characterize how the temporally indexed extension is determined. For that, we need only give the lexical type and describe it as a natural kind representation. We could call the latter the “grammatical type”, and then say that the semantical type is determined by the combination of the grammatical and lexical types.

This allows us to say that the concept «electron» is unchanged, even though the temporal extension changes.

Propositional types can be regarded similarly. They categorize the proposition in a way that determines how we reason with it or about it (including assessing its truth value). But again, that does not require the proposition to have a fixed truth value in a world.

What we might call “the classical view” of concepts and propositions is that they have fixed intensions that determine their truth values and extensions in possible worlds. However, this is not explanatory. If intensions do this, they determine truth values and extensions only in the mathematical sense of there existing such a function. What a theory of propositions and concept must do is tell us what determines the intensions, in a richer sense of “determine”. In other words, how do concepts and propositions work logically?

Again, there is the classical view according to which concepts have definitions, and propositions have logical forms that, combined with the definitions of concepts, determine truth conditions.

My conclusion should be that if we impose as a necessary condition on a theory of concepts and propositions that they have fixed intensions, then this kind of semantical typing seems to have no use. We need a more liberal view of semantical typing.

How do representations get their semantical types? If we insist upon thinking of them as simple physical things, this is mysterious. But once we recognize that they are datastructures, there is no problem. As datastructures, the semantical type is one of the fields.
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The semantical typing of thoughts should determine how they are used in cognition. Two thoughts that are semantically identical should work in the same way.

Believing the same thing requires same truth conditions, in the sense of same propositional intension. To have the same propositional intension is to be true in the same possible worlds, i.e., to be logically equivalent.

If you can believe a thought of one syntactic type while not believing another, then they are of different semantical types. This seems to require syntactical sameness.

That seems to require us to say that propositions about natural kinds change as our beliefs about the kinds change. On the other hand, our way of reasoning about them does not change. So there is a way of typing thoughts semantically which does not preserve intensions, and may be more useful.

What we have here is a distinction between “internal semantics” and “external semantics”. The former is about how to use thoughts in cognition. The latter involves evaluating them in terms of truth in the world. From a first-person point of view, these come to the same thing, but from a third-person point of view they are distinct. External semantics may be primarily important in understanding language.

We sometimes want to know not just whether a person’s thought is true, but also under what conditions it would be true. For instance, a person may make a prediction about the future, and we want to know how to evaluate it when the time comes. This leads us into talk of truth conditions rather than just truth. Does this provide a use for finer-grained semantical typing of natural kind thoughts? It does not seem so. If anything, language is coarser-grained.
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•	Semantical typing of concepts plays a role in the semantical typing of propositions of which they are constituents. 
•	It may also play other roles, e.g., in memory retrieval for entrenched beliefs involving natural kinds.
•	On the other hand, that may be entirelly lexical. It seems it must be.
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•	We need a clear distinction between semantical typing and grammatical typing. Members of the same grammatical category should be interchangeable in the production of thoughts.
•	We can think of syntactical structures as functions. The domains of the variables are grammatical categories. That is, you can only apply the same syntactical function to thoughts or thought constituents that are in the same grammatical category.
•	Perhaps logical operators should be viewed as part of the syntactic function rather than as constituents. They are in fact simple syntactic functions.
•	We must keep compositionality in mind here. Complex syntactic functions can be built out of simpler ones.
•	So grammatical categories pertain to the production of thoughts. Unlike public language, you cannot have ill-formed thoughts. If you apply a syntactic function to an item from the wrong grammatical category, you don’t get anything, because that item is not in the domain of the function. The construction operation in language, on the other hand, is ordinary concatenation, which does not have restricted domains, so you can get ill-formed sentences (strings).
•	Semantical categories, on the other hand, pertain to how we reason (or more generally, cognize) with the items in the category. For example, natural kind representations allow reasoning with entrenched beliefs that works differently from other reasoning. And reasoning with a framework concept is subject to defeasible reasoning schemas that are unique to the concept.
•	Syntactic functions should have rules attached that determine how to reason with syntactic compounds in terms of the rules for reasoning with the constituents.
•	Semantical categories for property representations can be significantly broader than classical concepts (which have fixed temporal intensions). For example, natural kind representation is a semantical category.
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•	Talk about what a person believes is only interesting in a non-syntactical sense when we are talking about other cognizers. We always know what we ourselves believe down to the syntactical characterization.
•	But we can only know what others believe by appealing to language. The anchoring beliefs in natural kinds seem to be what stabilizes what people believe. It stabilizes it in the sense of fixing the extension, not the intension. But it allows us to talk about “the concept of a fish” even when different people have different entrenched beliefs about fish. What is constant and shared is the word “fish”. It ties together the beliefs of different cognizers and allows them to share cognitive labor. (Putnam called this “the division of linguistic labor”, but there is really nothing linguistic about this.) What is fixed is the temporal extension. There is nothing intensional in the traditional sense that is fixed.
•	More than the extension is determined in this way however. The word acts as a fixed point relating the cognition of different cognizers, and among the beliefs of those cognizers can be beliefs about laws regarding the kind, etc. The set of beliefs can be very rich.
•	The modal argument establishes that the “mental concept” changes with changes in belief, but laws and other general beliefs are stored in memory and retrieved across such changes. They might be regarded as being about properties, where the latter can remain unchanged even though the mental concepts change.
•	It is tempting to suppose that the different mental concepts are about the same property by virtue of being nomically equivalent. But that nomic equivalence cannot be expressed by a thought a cognizer can have, because when the mental concept changes he no longer has the old concept at his disposal for use in the thought. It is not clear how we would evaluate such a claim of nomic equivalence anyway. For a cluster concept, laws may be part of the cluster, but there is no way to make sense of laws relating two overlapping clusters. It is not as if the concept gets a Searle-type definition in terms of the constituents of the cluster. (Did Putnam think it did?)
•	On this construal, concepts are social entities, and not things that are tied to particular cognizers. They do play an essential role in cognition, but that is because the individual cognizer is able to plug into the social network provided by language and thus access information possessed by other cognizers. Accessing this “information” does consists of acquiring thoughts that are appropriately related to thoughts of the source, but it remains an open question whether there is a way of categorizing thoughts into equivalence classes so that the thoughts are of a common semanticaltype.
•	We know that the sent and received thoughts involved in communication cannot in general be classified in terms of common semantical types. Some are logically idiosyncratic, e.g., de se thoughts.
•	But appeal to natural kinds does not seem to have this effect. What ties the thoughts of different cognizers together is the common word, so there is an equivalence class of property representations. This will generate equivalence classes of complete thoughts for those thoughts constructed out of shared concepts and logical connectives that are common aspects of our cognitive architecttures.

